
The encounter between Antonio Dalle Nogare and Marcello Jori’s work, Moldau on Moldau, began some years ago 

in Turin and Bolzano. In Turin, where Eva Brioschi, the curator of the Collection, saw the work for the first time, and in 

Bolzano, where it later arrived.

Elena Re has formulated and tailored a precious book around this work and the cycle it has led to, tracing its origins 

and history from 1976 to the present day – from Jori’s places of origin to those where the work itself came into being 

and was created: Bologna, Naples and Prague. 

Now this publication, together with a project room curated by Elena Re herself, is embarking on a journey back through 

history and into the places of the “Moldau Cycle”. The Antonio Dalle Nogare Collection, which is the first step on this 

journey, and the custodian of this artistic legacy, is pleased to share this conceptual baptism on its own premises.

So here is the story of Moldau on Moldau. In about 1976, when conceptual art was beginning to decline, Marcello 

Jori started his artistic quest with the desire to restore life to art. His approach was quite new and undoubtedly lyrical, 

filled with essential poetry. Jori restored sunsets to sunset and snows to snow, bringing about an authentic encounter 

between historic works of art and the natural element that had inspired them. And he did so not just with the works of 

the painters who meant most to him, but also with the works of writers and musicians. Delving into history in search of 

a musical piece powerfully linked to nature, Jori came across the Moldau, Bedřich Smetana’s masterpiece dedicated 

to the river itself. This sparked the idea of an extraordinary journey, from the source to the mouth, all the way through 

Bohemia and beyond Prague to bring the Moldau back to the Moldau. At the time, the young Jori was living through the 

cultural ferment of Bologna, where in 1977 GAM was hosting the International Week of Performance. On that occasion 

he met Hermann Nitsch and they formed a deep bond of friendship based on their affinities and mutual esteem. Jori 

told Nitsch about his desire to create a work of art based on Smetana’s masterpiece, and Nitsch enthusiastically talked 

about it with Peppe Morra, who became passionate about the idea and produced the work, presenting it in Naples the 

following year. 

In Moldau on Moldau the music finally returns to the substance that inspired it. Because the river listens to Smetana’s 

symphonic poem while at the same time making its own voice heard. And Jori hears, records and celebrates this wed-

ding of two worlds, thus preparing the ground for a discourse of total art. Upon his return home from the Moldau, Jori 

created an initial work, consisting of thirty photographs of the performance, and cut a record with the soundtrack. But 

in the meantime, looking at and retracing his own experience, he further developed the work and created his “Moldau 

Cycle”. A wide-ranging corpus of works in which photography, painting, music, writing and performance all became 

possible means for confronting the journey of art, and expressions of an eclecticism viewed as the need for an encoun-

ter, and the formation of a community.

Within this single great work of art we thus find Marcello Jori’s poetic vision but also the roots of his new directions. 

Because here there is already life, and adventure. Even though still unconsciously, he was already conceiving the work 

as an elastic space – an infinite construction. This, therefore, is why Elena Re is now offering this journey through such 

a fascinating work, and one that is so key to Marcello Jori’s artistic research. So much so that, starting from where the 

work has now found its home, the book and the travelling exhibition devoted to it are a twofold invitation to a vision that 

is projected in the present. 

The book Marcello Jori. Moldau on Moldau, issued in Turin by Loveyourhen Publisher, will be presented at 10 a.m. on 

24 May at the Antonio Dalle Nogare Collection. The speakers will be Antonio Dalle Nogare, Eva Brioschi, Elena Re and 

Marcello Jori. The project room on the “Moldau Cycle” will be opened on this occasion. Brunch will be offered in the 

spaces of the Collection after the presentation.




